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Fellow Brothers,

My name is Jacob Landis, and I’m serving as Archon of the Psi
Upsilon Gamma Tau chapter for the 2022 calendar year, and
honestly, I never expected to get this far. With the global
pandemic finally over, I came into this role tasked with putting
back together the culture and knowledge gaps caused by the
pandemic. All of a sudden I’m old compared to everyone else! I
came in with goals I wanted to accomplish, and very soon I
realized that I had been presented with more opportunity than
many before me. With ten brothers coming in from fall 2021 and
ten more on the way in spring 2022, along with a sizable
graduating class in May, the cycling of members was high, and I
took the chance to tackle what I believed were some of our most
difficult cultural issues. Though of course by I, I really mean we,
because I couldn’t have done any of it without my EC.

Jerilyn has brought in nine new brothers in spring 2022, with
hopefully another after a physical recovery. While she’s been
working on what could be a twenty plus person member
educator career, she’s also taken the initiative to take a deep dive
into our initiation ceremony and its traditions and significance. I
cannot express how important it has been for her to take action
on these items before they potentially became a problem.

Drake (the only one around here who still makes me feel young),
seems to have accomplished more in his one semester than I will

in my entire term, and he’ll be working up to the day he resigns. Whether it’s getting a haus phone
(which you should call at 470-322-5769) or setting up a fancy decades old printer and accidentally
setting it on fire (this is definitely a joke), Drake manages to perfectly tow the line between
embodying the memetic culture of Psi U and also furthering our organization. I’ll make sure to call
him weekly once he’s out in California making that CS money just to make sure we don’t burn
down the haus digital infrastructure. Oh, and also the deck. Self-explanatory. Deck.

I could go on about them for pages, including Gwen’s incredible maintenance of a semester ledger,
Dash’s constant innovation at the haus manager position, and Asheton’s Psi U Ball™, but I’ll spare
the reader frommymassive monologue. To some extent, every member of this EC can be credited
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with all the accomplishments that the EC has made because almost every decision we make is
done as a team. Sometimes this means that EC meetings are three hours long (with two of those
hours being just member education), but it means the EC comes out of the meeting as a united
front with a great decision. I couldn’t imagine a better group of people to support me in my
ambitions and develop their own unique proposals for leading the chapter.

Lastly, my main accomplishments have ranged from small accountability increases throughout the
brotherhood to attempts at sweeping cultural change. For those of you who remember the
dreaded pre-meeting form, it is now gone! The brother’s meeting agenda has become a living
document that can be added to at any time. I have also attempted to force the brotherhood to
reconsider many of the established precedents we have, up to and including our relationship with
the Georgia Tech community. We have reimagined what activity looks like within the chapter by
taking a strong stance on inactivity and moving to suspend undergraduate brothers who choose
not to be active. In the upcoming summer, I’ll be chairing a small committee to fill in holes in the
bylaws and create a network of recognized policy documents to make chapter operations more
succinct (because who doesn’t like more bylaws). Finally, and maybe most important and most
controversially, we are actively in the works of leaving the inter-fraternal council with aspirations to
be recognized by a different Greek organization. As fraternities around the nation tarnish the image
of themselves, we seek to avert association with reckless hooligans and associate under what we
believe to be a more respectable banner.

Overall, I don’t know if I’ve seen a healthier Psi U during my years here (and I’m obviously a
completely unbiased source and am not attempting to take any credit here whatsoever). We have
our failures: more unique voices would be great in meetings, increased haus occupancy would help
PUSOG greatly, and we could also maybe consider DOING YOUR DISHES. I couldn’t possibly get
through an entire report without mentioning the dishes, but in my mind, it’s almost a good
problem to have. We’ve reached the point of aiming to increase personal accountability within the
organization since we’ve solved most overarching problems plaguing the collective group, so this is
a good situation to be in.

I want to end my letter with the statement that I both began and concluded my state of the
chapter speech with. The state of the chapter is excellent. However, I am not the state of the
chapter, and not even the EC is the state of the chapter. The state of the chapter is the actives, and
the actives are excellent. Whether you’re reading this as it comes out or many years down the line,
know that (knock on wood) 2022 is a good year for Psi U Gamma Tau as we unleash our fullest
potential.

YitB,

Jacob Landis

https://www.facebook.com/psiugt
https://www.facebook.com/psiugt
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Neophyte Bios

Garrett Mathesen ΓΤ ‘23

Zodiac Sign: Virgo ♍

Hometown: Temple, TX

'The devil may work fast, but

lawn chair works faster' *cracks

open a beer*

Aubrey Leigh Lassetter ΓΤ ‘25

Zodiac Sign: Virgo ♍

Hometown:Milton, GA

Hi! I am a first year ARCH major whose only goal is to

build a castle. I came to Psi U because someone said

something about a witchcraft night and I was curi‐

ous. I am active in the ballroom dancing club and am

the current Greek Life Relations Chair. I love true

crime documentaries and podcasts alongwithmusic

ranging from 2000s emo to showtunes. I also love

reading and overalls. That's it, bye!

Jade “Spoon” Spooner ΓΤ ‘25

Zodiac Sign: Aquarius♒

Hometown: Suwanee, GA

I came to Psi U for friends and I found them :)

Anisa Wellington ΓΤ ‘25

Zodiac Sign: Aquarius♒

Who I Am, Or: Why I Came To Psi U

Spring 2021 Pledge Class
Pledge Class Name: Garrett

Spring 2021 Pledges
Left to Right: Garrett Mathesen

Fall 2022 Pledge Class
Pledge Class Name: Kinky MILF Cult

Hometown:Marietta, GA

I came to Psi U because of the BYOC boba night dur‐

ing the week of welcome. I had expected to get a cup

of boba, but instead came back empty handed.

What I ended up gaining in the end thoughwas hon‐

estly so much more.

By total coincidence my friend Aubrey invited me to

a witchy arts and crafts night hosted by Psi U. I got to

burn things, make a wand, and despite being scared

to do so, was able to talk to some amazing people. For

the first time in a really long time I got this warm

happy feeling in my chest, and even though I didn't

know what Psi U really was, I knew I wanted to be in

that environment again, so I came back for the rest of

the events.

Psi U was a place where I was easily able to show my

more chaotic side in such a short span of time, peo‐

ple were literally fine with me hitting people with a

pool noodle.

I remember being asked about what I knew about

being a part of Psi U and at the time I remember say‐

ing something along the lines of wanting towait until

spring semester to consider joining. Long story short

that didn't happen. I received a bid and the rest is his‐

tory. I'm honestly so glad I joined Psi U because while

my cup remained empty on BYOC boba night, my

heart remains full of all of the love I feel for the family

I've found at Psi U.

Luke Doty ΓΤ ‘26

Zodiac Sign: Taurus♉

Hometown: Boone, NC

Art, programming, reading, way too many other hob‐

bies--I need help. Computational Media major, who

knows when I'll graduate.

Devin “Dev-Con” Kelsey ΓΤ ‘24

Zodiac Sign: Virgin

Hometown: Dacula, GA

I am a second year Rocket Science Major intending

on sinking this ship once and for all. Infamous for

convincing (forcing) Randall to help me plaster the

stairwell with “Le Fishe” as well as instituting and be‐

coming the brand new Ice Secretary, I de facto rule

over this chapter with a cold heart and a frigid fist. I’m

also known for trying to resurrect rollerblading in the

popular consciousness, being begrudgingly allowed

radio time on WREK, and harassing admin to bring

Under the Couch back.

Elisa “Eli” Miller ΓΤ ‘25

Zodiac Sign: Libra ♎

Hometown: Virginia Beach, VA

I can to Psi U by random chance. I happened to know

someone rushing and decided to keep coming back.

Everyone here has been super supportive and wel‐

coming and I couldn’t ask for a better dysfunctional

and loving family.

Vedika Bhatnagar ΓΤ ‘25

Zodiac Sign: Pisces ♓

Hometown:Marietta, GA

Hey! I’m a first year CS major (for now?) with a crip‐

pling Squishmallow addiction. I fuck around with

many different kinds of art. Will eat anything with

sugar in it. Very very queer. Trying to beat the world

record in Wii Play shooting. I think the point of life is

loving people.

Eleanor “The Norinator” Rose Bertocchi ΓΤ ‘25

Zodiac Sign: Aquarius♒

Hometown: London, United Kingdom

Why I came to PsiU? Idk, I saw Boba Night and

thought tomyself: ‘I want to seewhat a real American

Fraternity was like’. I came for the bar and I stayed for

the large quantity of quality individuals and the com‐

munity that PsiU had, and and also to steal a couch

for 2 months.

I like Horror movies, Crafting shit, Valorant, plants,

anything artsy - Also I guess Aerospace.

Fucking love being Historian and a Proudmember of

Haus Culture Committee, big thanks to PsiU for

pulling me through the shitshow of the freshman

Georgia Tech experience and the American Visa

process.

Derrick Thomas ΓΤ ‘??

Zodiac Sign: Honda Civic༆
Hometown: Lawrenceville, GA

Derrick came to Psi U as an elite spy to investigate the

disappearance of the Deck. After his identity was

compromised by one belligerent Blake, he disap‐

peared into the void (for now).

Note: No response was provided by Derrick so this bio was gener‐

ated by an artificial unintelligence.

Pranjal Gupta ΓΤ ‘21

Zodiac Sign: Ted Cruz

Hometown: Somewhere that’s not Detroit™
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Fall 2021 Pledges
Left to Right (Top Row): Eli, Anisa, Aubrey
Bottom Row: Derrick, Pranjal, Vedika, Luke, Jade, Eleanor, Devin

Welcome Brothers!
This spring, we minted nine fresh new brothers ! You may be won‐

dering:: “Hey, wait a second, didn’t I hear that there were 10

pledges? What happened to the tenth one?” Well, she is still alive!

And no, she is not gone, she is still a pledge! She suffered an unfor‐

tunate accident and will be initiated right before the fall semester

starts.

BROTHERS
• CASPER CORBIN

• JULIA JONES

• SAM GRANT

• TIFFANY JENSEN

• LAURA BARROS

• ABDULRAHMAN (AB) AL SAEED

• KAYAH BROWN

• NIKO KAUSHIK

• TUNA ERGAN

PLEDGES
• LAUREN PARKER
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2022 Spring State of the Haus
Presented by the Haus Culture Committee

Ants, ants are everywhere. The exterminator came in
but by god are there so many of them. We’ve set up
traps, however, we found a massive nest in one of
the couches, and a swarm around the freezer. The
couch we found them in, we ended up burning.
Bring back couch burnings,

This semester’s media whoredom received some of
the harshest backlash the event had ever seen, be‐
ing dubbed “Not funny, didn’t laugh” alongside
complaints that our attempt to stream the event
“Sucked ass”, in light of this, us at the Haus Culture
Committee have realized we’ve done a severe “Oop‐
sie doopsie” and would like to apologize for the ma‐
jor “Fucky wucky”. We’ve heard your complaints and
pledge to dedicate our efforts to reworking how we
run media whoredom to prevent another blatant
skill issue like this from happening again. Again, we
are so so so so so so so so so so so so so so so so so so
so so so so so so so so so so so so so so so so so so so
so so so so so so so so so so so so so so so so so so so
so so so so so so so so so so so so so so sorry

The chapter has engaged in invaluable philanthropy
by spreading awareness of Ligma through a mass
calling campaign utilizing the new haus phone
(which can be contacted at +1(470)-322-5769). We
also sent the late [sic] alumnus Blake Ballew a voice‐
mail regarding his below average unmentionables,
which he promptly deleted before even listening to
it.

The chapter has also invested brotherhood funds
into another monumental addition to the haus, a
top of the line Epson MX-80 dot matrix printer,
which proceed to explode after 10 minutes of use,
filling the bros room with magic smoke and reduc‐
ing the average lifespan of the active brotherhood
by approximately 15 years. Following a minor es‐
capade involving fraud, a soldering iron, and the
downloading of a shady windows iso, the printer was
back online, and able to actually be used for print‐
ing. It’s actually printing as this update is being
typed, the sound of it chugging along as it slowly
prints “I WANNA DIE IN CLEVELAND” bookended by
two Charlie Chaplains line-by-line, providing an ac‐
companiment to the click-clack of keyboard keys.

After a year of non-use, the haus desktop was
brought back to life as the Computationaly Unilat‐
eral Machine. C.U.M ran Windows 10 for almost a
month before the OS suddenly broke. At which
point in a late night drunken stupor, we decided to
replace it with Arch Linux. In an ill advised attempt
to utilize an unsupported Elgato HD60S game cap‐
ture card to stream Super Smash Brothers Ulti‐
matetm during alumni weekend, we attempted to
perform a GPU passthrough into a Windows 10 vir‐
tual machine. The VM’s allocated disk space unfor‐
tunately couldn’t handle the raw awesome footage
of Nintendotm’s hottest mascots duking it out in the
most extreme party fighting game experience ever
produced, and crashed under the strain. By the way,
we use Arch. If you are reading this, please help, I’m
stuck in vim and I can’t get out.

This year, in celebration of the overlap of Easter,
Passover, and Ramadan, the chapter celebrated the
abrahamic threesome in the only way it knew how,
by consuming copious amounts of chicken and
watching even more copious amounts of porn. After
purchasing $180 of chicken fromWingnuts, we
spent the next three hours watching nothing but
the highest quality smut a man could find in this day
and age, featuring genre staples such as Lemon
Stealing Whores, and Robo Pimp, alongside new ad‐
ditions, including the long awaited sequel to the
broadway American history fanfic hit Hamilton,
Hamiltoe, internet cult classic Meme Lover, and a 93
minute pornographic recreation of cinematic sensa‐
tion The Wizard of Oz, which promised us an orgy at
the end, but subverted our expectations by not pre‐
senting any orgy of any kind, but a mere threesome.
All in all, it was a disappointing climax to the night.
We spent no money to watch it, but we still wanted
a refund regardless.

External Report
Four score and seven years ago, Psi Upsilon came buckets. But zero score and this years ago, we are

still doing great! This year, we had an amazing party. It was the prom that a bunch of our brothers

never had. It was an amazing project to complete this semester with my amazing committee. I

want to give a massive shout out to Aubrey, Sajni, Jackson, and our new Internal, Katelyn! Without

this great group, I wouldn’t have been able to put together the party! With their ideas, we were able

to make the best photo shoot area/runway, the largest dance floor with the most brothers dancing

ever, and the most eventful bros room happening yet! I can’t wait to see what next year’s party will

bring us. Who knows, maybe Thotlanta will finally make it as our party theme.

As for our philanthropy, that is headed up by the wonderful Eli Miller. She has really gone out of her

way to let everyone know about each and every philanthropy event on campus, sometimes 7 times.

She just really wants everyone to get their philanthropy done. She has made my life so much easier,

and I am extremely thankful for her.

As you probably have seen, we have been extremely active on socials this semester with the

addition of shoutouts for birthdays of actives and Squish Mellow Sundays. You can thank our Social

Media Chair and Squish Mellow afficionado Anisa for those updates. They have been on top of

everything this semester and enjoying it so much! Hopefully you are following Psi Upsilon Gamma

Tau on all the platforms to get your updates!

And finally, we have Aubrey as our wonderful Greek Life Relations Chair. Even though there is the

chance we may secede from IFC (peep the meeting minutes if you haven’t seen the efforts), she is

still doing everything in her power to make it to the IFC meetings and being the only girl in the

entire room. I know that one of her favorite moments is when she walked in wearing hot pink and

all the guys got confused. She is still out there making the efforts we need to, and I must thank her

for that.

Overall, this semester has been a blast, and I hope that everyone has enjoyed it. Next semester,

everyone should come to the party, and vibe out with us! Can’t wait to see you there!

- Asheton Arnold
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Internal Report
Comrades,

Our story last left off with Erin’s Internal Report in last year’s Golden Cogwheel. I’m happy to report

that they continued the mayhem through the fall semester and absolutely kicked ass.

I’ve had the pleasure of picking up where Erin ended (god bless their transition guide). After

attending convention last year, my interests turned towards serving the chapter and community

that has given me so much and provided me sanity through my time at Georgia Tech. Having a

plan for a daring escape into the professional world this summer, I ran on the expectation that I’d

only be able to serve on the EC for one semester. The morons still elected me.

Regardless of the expedited term on the EC, I’m ecstatic to report that it has been a very productive

and successful semester because of the diligent and painstaking work put in by the internal

committee and the internal chairs.

The Internal committee, composed of Eleanor, Jade, Josh, and Josie, was the absolute dream team

this semester. They were the real drivers behind Alumni Weekend and its innovations and strong

points. The Smash Tournament live stream had an insane production value, full with a green screen,

thanks to Josie and Jade.

Devin and Eli have absolutely been killing it as joint recording secretaries. Fastest typers in the west.

Matthew “20 pesos” Farleo has been making waves as Brotherhood Development Chair with his

signature “Bullshit Fridays™.” 10/10 would recommend. Charlotte, our brave and noble Sergeant at

Arms, has literally saved the brotherhood collective HOURS of our lives by eliminating wanking and

circular discussion during meetings. Her secret? Instilling fear into all with a giant metal baseball

bat.

The haus digital infrastructure has been going TURBO MODE with significant upgrades this

semester. All the new changes and updates could probably be a report in itself, but the short of it is:

• Successful data recovery after all digital records were deleted.

• Mitigation and prevention of future instances of aforementioned clusterfuck.

• The network closet is now utilizing the full bandwidth provided to us by GT, 10gbps!

• The mailing list has now had 100% uptime since migrating it to Google Groups.

• Three newmachines in the server closet to replace and phase out older ones.

• Haus PC up and running in the TV room again (and it uses Arch Linux, btw).

• State of the art Epson MX-80 dot matrix printer from 1980.

• Dystopian surveillance of the sink using Dish Cam™.

Josie has been an absolute crackhead with overhauling our digital infrastructure. Her role in the

monumental leaps cannot be understated. Oh, and she uses Arch btw.

No long-winded and rambling wanking would be complete without discussing Eleanor. Eleanor’s

stellar work on both the internal committee and as Historian almost make’s up for her biggest

character flaw: she’s British. You could call her outstanding work as Historian, historic. In addition,

she was absolutely instrumental in recovering all of our deleted records.

Everybody is eagerly anticipating the arrival of THE DECK. We set out on a journey to right the

wrong and reclaim the glory that once was the deck. We’ve been working on planning and

executing upon the new deck since last October, and this semester we’ve had MAJORmovements.

When we launched the fundraiser, we were absolutely blown away by the generosity shown by the

alumni. Quickly, the realm of possibility grew. We have selected a contractor, and are currently in

the final stages of getting the ink on paper for the work to begin. We are anticipating it to be

completed over the summer. The leftover funds will be used for other desperately needed haus

improvements in preparation of convention in Atlanta next year! Nothing can stop the hype train!

Katelyn Provost will be taking over as internal for the fall. I have zero doubt that she’s going to

absolutely kill it.

I’m genuinely excited for the direction of the chapter. The continual growth of the brotherhood and

its members is refreshing and inspiring. Brothers old and young, thank you for constantly making

this a better community, striving towards the goals of brotherly fellowship. I’ve been reflecting over

my time at Psi U and am a bit melancholy at the concept of leaving this wonderful community day-

to-day. However, I am enraptured at what lies ahead. Our best days are still ahead of us. The

metaphorical dumpster fire has never shined brighter.

Yours in the Bonds,

Drake Witt
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Member Education Report
Welcome Brothers Old, we have quite a few “and Young”.

I find it interesting how every year we as the EC write these reports in our first semester, rather than

at the end of our second, which means that the second half of the previous EC’s term is

conspicuously missing from the eyes of y’all, the alumni. So to a certain extent, I feel it is my duty to

fill y’all in on what my predecessor accomplished before I get around to my part.

So remember when Matt said he was gonna have an in-person rush in the fall? Well, it happened,

Fall 2021 rush was as he predicted, and oh by golly, it turned out pretty damn well. We reaped a

wonderful harvest of 10 new brothers! There may have been a couple hiccups (we started out with

12 pledges), but the end result is honestly more than many of us expected after the spring (shout

out to the Spring 2021 pledge class: Garrett). Any of you who went to pledge outing knew how sick

nasty that site was, so spacious, and that walk through the woods to get to the forested ceremony

spot? Mystical. It may have been a tad cold for initiation, but the site was huge, and the experience

was even huger. That makes no sense, but you understand.

I am delighted to say that the Fall 2021 pledge class named themselves the Kinky Milf Cult (KMC).

I’m not quite sure how such a title came to them, but we’re glad they did because it is fantastic. Oh,

and they threw a really cool goth gala of a pledge party.

The KMC came into this semester as neophytes, and boy did they make an impact already. So many

chair positions and projects done, they continue to impress us. Many of them helped memake the

brand new Psi U rush banner that was so good, we forgot to bring it down for two months after

rush (thanks to Eleanor and Aubrey especially cause y’all sunk quite a few hours into that thing).

And they started planting new crops of their own, some gaining littles already! The Psi U Farm

expands. I don’t know why I chose this analogy, but I’m committed now.

Now to this semester, Spring 2022, and oh nelly do I have a surprise for you. Jacob (yes, the Jacob

from popular TV show Archon, starring Jacob) ran an inordinately successful spring rush as rush

chair (with special mention of certified deity Drake making both the rush video and the rush shirt),

reaping us 9 brothers so fresh that as of me typing this, they are not even a week old yet. Yep, you’re

reading that correctly, we initiated 9 brothers in a spring semester somehow, which is still boggling

mymind. And due to a very unfortunate circumstance, one had to delay their initiation to the end

of summer (we love you Lauren and hope you make a complete recovery <3), so make that 10. That

makes 20 new brothers this school year, which makes the brotherhood a collective happy camper.

And believe me when I say that I absolutely adore this pledge class. I love and appreciate every

single one of them, and I really hope y’all are able to meet them in the future, highly recommend.

And not to mention that they decided to call themselves the Big MamasTM (trademark always

included) from the titular large owl character from the Fox and the Hound. You may as well call me

the Proud MamaTM because they were on top of things from the very beginning. Their pledge

party was a slumber party, where we drank hot choccy and watched movies and painted little 3D-

printed owls, it was great.

So an interesting quirk of what I can only describe as the infamous Georgia weather struck us this

semester. Despite pledge outing being earlier than initiation, it was somehow warmer. We were

running around in shorts, it was crazy and wacky and fun. Initiation turned out to be 30 degrees,

but hey, we chugged through the shivers and at the other end of the tunnel lay 9 new brothers :)!

Also, special thanks to all the alumni who showed up to either story times, especially for initiation!

And the bros hunt! And initiation itself! We love y’all <3.

And the future glows bright. A question commonly thrown around nowadays is “If we had 10 for

spring, howmany can we get in fall?” I swear to you, I will do everything in my power to produce an

even more bountiful harvest in Fall 2022. I just hope the next Cogwheel has 30 new brothers and

somehow even more hope on the horizon.

Other than that, Scholarship Chair has been aptly renamed Academic Support Chair, and we may

have the first Scholarship Banquet in too many years! Many many kudos to Eleanor!

This was a long but hopefully worthwhile read. Have a great rest of your day, and our love for thee

Psi U shall ne’er depart.

Yours in the Bonds,

the Member Ed nowadays,

Jerilyn Ericson
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PUSOG Report

Treasurer Report
Hello! It's your 2022 treasurer, Gwen, here. This semester, I’ve made it my goal to keep detailed
ledgers of our expenditures in order to make a more accurate budget next semester. This has
worked out well, and allowed us to use leftover funds for improved historian and digital infrastruc‐
ture. Over the rest of my term, I intend to revive Psi U merch, as well as set up a fundraiser with
Porter Pizza and Brewery (our site for the Bros Hunt this spring). I’d like to thank the previous trea‐
surers Yu and Samantha for their help, and the support of my Archon and EC.

YitB
Gwen

Haus Report
Hello alumns! I'm Dash and I'm pleased to tell you about the state of the haus:

Additions:

• Our Lawn Chair, a new Chair created to manage our lawn, has built a lovely new planter for the

haus. This planter contains basil, tomatoes, lavender, and many others.

• Spearheaded by Internal and generously funded by the brotherhood, we anticipate the

construction of a new deck that will replace the one removed by GT during the construction of our

parking lot.

Improvements:

• Also overseen by our lawn chair with the assistance of the Fall 2022 pledge class as part of their

project, our front lawn has been re-landscaped snd now looks much prettier.

As Haus Manager, it has been my goal to keep the state of the haus prettier and more appealing to

others. I have been looking at solutions to make cleaning more ingrained into haus culture. We've

had someminor successes such as installing a camera in the kitchen that keeps track of who has

been cleaning their dishes and weekly random haus inspections, outside of full haus cleanups.

Inspiring a culture of cleanliness remains a challenge at the haus that withstands the test of time,

but I am always open to hearing new ideas.

- Dashielle Heidt

This time last year, we were all eagerly anticipating getting our Covid vaccines and
being able to come together in person again. Now, after a year dominated by
Greek letters that don't refer to fraternities, PUSOG is so thrilled to get back to our
usual programming. The Summer Barbeque fundraiser had fantastic attendance,
and we raised over $4,700 with proceeds going towards funding chapter house
expenses and improvements. The annual Christmas party and white elephant gift
exchange in December was a huge hit as well, with almost 30 in attendance and
four people ending up with something they liked.

We’ve also been busy facilitating all of the behind the scenes work that is needed
to run the chapter, such as catching up on Haus repairs delayed by Covid,
dissuading the actives from publishing party photos online, and negotiating lower
insurance rates. We are also looking forward to working with the actives on
building a new deck in the front yard.

Our focus for this upcoming year is to prepare for hosting the international Psi
Upsilon convention in Summer 2023. Alumni and undergraduates from all
chapters are invited to convene in Atlanta for three days of Executive Council
meetings and panels, with plenty of time for social activities. The Gamma Tau
chapter will be responsible for organizing and hosting a Friday night event at the
chapter haus, so we want it to look nice to make a good impression. We are all
looking forward to welcoming brothers, old and young, to join us in celebrating the
joys of brotherhood, and our dedication to this organization and each other.

Sincerely,
The PUSOG Board of Directors (Amanda Nabors, Jesse Scherer, Chuck Hall, Emily
Huskins, Jeremiah Olney, Cammi Garcia, Helen Pickron, Paul Travis, and Charles
Hancock)
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Undergrad Corner
I'm interning at Blue Origin this summer! I will be at their launch site: Van Horn, TX.
This summer my rocketry team is launching a 17ft tall rocket going Mach 3.5, to
120,000ish ft. in the California desert. Hopefully that goes well, follow @gt_xr on in‐
stagram for videos!

I'm writing a book! A novel, to be specific. It is tentatively titled Tunneling, and it's a
mix of sci-fi and fantasy. Currently, I'm about 110k words into the first draft! Yay!

I really like reading books, movies, and music. Also, I am whisking away to France to
study abroad for a semester so that's super cool.

- Sajni Saravanan ‘23

First year living in the states! I hate American Healthcare, I love howmany fast food
places you have

- Eleanor Bertocchi ‘25

- Jerilyn Ericson ‘23

- Eli Miller ‘25

I got a job! I’m starting full-time at Google in the fall after graduating this summer.

- Drake Witt ‘22

This semester was my first semester serving as Director of HexLabs, a 501(c)3 non-
profit dedicated to STEM outreach and education. Less formally, it's the big boi par‐
ent company that hosts the big HackGT hackathon + a bunch of other fun [insert‐
_something]-athons throughout the year.

In March 2022, we hosted over 200 students at Horizons, an arts+tech make-a-
thon. A ton of brothers participated, and we got to see 50+ project submissions in
the realms of music-tech, light engineering, textile engineering, sculpting, paint‐
ing, and more!

In April 2022, we had 2 events! Prototypical, our cardboard-exclusive prototype-a-
thon. The goal of this event was to explore the depths of cardboard without the use
of technology. Do you want a motor? Sucks, make one out of the corrugation in‐
side the boards. Want moving parts? Cardboard. Wearable wings? Cardboard. ...?
CARDBOARD.

The last event this semester was Catalyst, our high school learn-a-thon targeting

- Katelyn Provost ‘23

Alumni Corner
I am currently in my second year of medical school at Duke University School of
Medicine, and I was accepted to the year-long Medical Research Scholars Program
at the NIH starting this coming August!

On November 13th, 2021, Kelly Dodd (2017), Talia Knapp (2013), Cayden Dodd (2018),
Taylor Powell (2015), and Aris Santas (2016) successfully cycled 100 miles on the Sil‐
ver Comet in under 12 hours while consuming only Taco Bell. Luckily for their di‐
gestive tracts they are all vegetarians. Yours in the Bell BikeLife Bonds!

- Julia Denniss ‘19

I have had a lot of changes this year. Got a promotion to supervisor at my job. Pro‐
posed to my Fiancée, and we are expecting our first child!

- John Nathan Biewer ‘17

- Kelly Dodd ‘17, Talia Knapp ‘13, Cayden Dodd ‘18,
Taylor Powell ‘15, Aris Santas ‘16

students in the metro-ATL area that have no exposure to STEM at their schools.
Our learning tracks this year were CyberSec, WebDev, AI, and Entrepreneurship.
This year we launched a new cohort program that hosts a smaller subset of stu‐
dents (~10) a few weekends before the big event. We toured them around Tech, in‐
troduced them to professors, and gave them a jump start on their learning track.

So what now? Oh boy, we're not done. Now we jump into HackGT 9 planning. This
isn't public knowledge, but the theme this year is Retro Arcade :D I'm beyond ex‐
cited to finally bring all 1200 hackers back in-person this year.

Look out for HackGT 9 this Fall!
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